
WHY CHOOSE MICROSOFT TEAMS TO

TRANSFORM YOUR WORKSPACE

COLLABORATION

Microsoft Teams is the hub for teamwork in Microsoft 365 that integrates the people,

content and tools your team needs to be more engaged and effective. If your company is

looking to enable high-performing teams across a multi-generational workforce with

digital workspaces, then look no further than Microsoft Teams.

BRING TOGETHER EVERYTHING YOUR TEAMS NEED

Today's teams need more than 1:1 or group chat capabilities. Only Microsoft Teams delivers a digital

workspace that brings together chat, video meetings, calling and files into a single, integrated app to

empower teams across your organization.

COLLABORATE SEAMLESSLY WITH FAMILIAR OFFICE TOOLS

ENTERPRISE VALUE DELIVERED BY MICROSOFT TEAMS

Do you have more questions? Speak to our team today!

Microsoft Teams offers deep Office integration for today's multigenerational workforce to use the

Office apps they are familiar with and love - Work, Excel, PowerPoint, OneNote, SharePoint,

Planner, even Power BI - right within the context of Teams, which makes collaboration easy.

CUSTOMIZE & EXTEND IT TO EFFICIENTLY OPTIMIZE

YOUR TOOLS AND PROCESSES

Not only does Microsoft Teams let you customize your workspace with tabs, connectors and bots to

include the apps and services you need, it enables you to extend those expierences by building and

automating apps and workflows so work can start and end in Teams.

SAFEGUARD COMPANY DATA WITH INTELLIGENT

SECURITY & COMPLIANCE SOLUTIONS

When you place your trust in a cloud service provider, security, compliance, privacy and data

protection are top of mind. Backed up by strong contractual commitments, we understand what it

takes to earn and continue to maintain your trust and conficence in our cloud.

Bring together everything you teams need

1:1 and groups chats for private discussions & team conversations

Guest access, federation and translation to communicate across geographies and languages

Contextual meetings - spontaneous, scheduled, external and large-scale live and on-demand

Reliable, cloud-based telephony solution that allows you to connect with anybody

Collaborate seamlessly with familiar office tools

Built-in authoring tools like Word, Excel and PowerPoint

Share and co-author documents in context

Access to OneNote, SharePoint, Planner and Power BI right from within Teams

Calendar integration with Outlook

Shift and task management for firstline workers

Customize & extend it to make it to efficiently optimize your tools and processes

Modifiable user groups and profiles for each team

Build business apps you need and extend or customize the apps you already use

Bots and connectors to extend platform functionality

Customizable tabs to organize how teams work

Saveguard company data with intelligent security & compliance solutions

Industry-leading privacy and compliance standards

Archiving, legal hold and eDiscovery

Secure access to apps and content from any device 

Data loss prevention and encryption in transit and at rest

You own your data and can take it with you at any time

https://www.bechtle.com/be/it-solutions/software/Microsoft

